SPACE GROUP
Achievement of 14 billion won of overseas order reception in the first half of the year

Architect Byung-kil Bae
Architectural aesthetics of a sense of shame for moral practice

Korea High School, Historic museum in K-high School, Myunseokae, Hangeaon Guest House
Urban Con Text (Euro UTAx (Urban Fall of Architectural Areadia))
Future-oriented architecture of eco-friendly and energy-saving type

New Headquarter for GEPS in Jeju, Tomoon Architects & Engineers
Future-oriented architecture of eco-friendly and energy-saving type

Goon Guide Dental Hospital
Space story of delicately controlled graphic arts

bennigans the kitchen
Space in FOREST, Forest in SPACE

Seoco GT TOWER(EAST)
Tree in the building(Attraction of Energy)
Palace of the Arts Budapest Hungary
A journey to find a temporal and historical trace and inspire life, architecture of reproduction
Existence like a jewel lighting the city, architecture

Chicago's Metamorphosis
Eco-project in Chicago, Millennium part
New Headquarter for GEPS in Jeju

Future-oriented architecture of energy-friendly and energy-saving type

The building was designed to incorporate various passive design elements. The building is designed to be highly energy-efficient, with a focus on sustainability and environmental impact. The building features a green roof, which helps to reduce the heat island effect and provide a habitat for local wildlife. The building is also designed to be highly energy-efficient, with a focus on sustainability and environmental impact. The building features a green roof, which helps to reduce the heat island effect and provide a habitat for local wildlife.